It is s hown that t he sa me set of basic equat ions with source t erms can and s hould be applied to bot h a compress ive a nd an incompressive isotropic plas ma. In a compress ive plas m a, a n electri c source ca n exci t e a n elcctroacoustic wave. In an in compressive plas ma, however, t his electroacoustic wave reduces t o an a ccumulation of charges shielding the electric so Llrce. Th e physica l meaning of the dielectric constant of a n incompressi ve plas ma is disc Li ssed a nd t he physical model of a n incompressivc plas ma is reexa mined .
Introduction
When an electric source is placed in a compressive (hot) plasma, the plasma is generally regarded as an electron fluid with the motion of positive ion s neglected. The basic equations for this case are Maxwell equations with source terms and the moment equations which are derived from the Boltzmann equation. When an electric source is immersed in an incompressive (cold) plasma, the plasma is usually considered as a dielectric medium with a dielectric constant of f = fo(l -wp 2 / W 2 ) if no loss is assumed. In this case, Maxwell equations with source terms are adequate to treat the problem. It is u sual that two rather different physical models and two different sets of basic equations are adapted for the compressive and the incompressi ve plasmas. In this paper, it is shown that the same set of basic equations can and should be applied to both kinds of plasmas. The incompressive plasma is just a limiting case of a compressive plasma. Cohen [1962] and other workers [Hessel and Shmoys, 1962 ; Chen, 1963 ; Wait, 1964] have shown that an electric source placed in a compressive plasma cfl,n excite an electl'oacoustic wave in addition to an electromagnetic (EM) wave. In Cohen's analysis, the fields fl,l'e separated into the EM and the plasma modes under some conditions. In fact, the excitation of an electro acoustic wave in a compressive plasma by an electric source can be derived directly from th e basic equations without the modal separation. We also show that the electroacoustic wave excited by an electric source ::; tops propagating and becomes an accumulation of charges surrounding the electric source when the temperature of the plasma approaches zero or the plasma becomes incompressive. This accumulfl,tiol1 of charges essentially shields the electric source so that an incompressive plasma behaves as a dielectric medium with f = fo(1 -wp 2 / W 2 ) to an electric source. A dielectric model for an incompressive plasma is found to be not entirely satisfactory if an electric source is present.
. Basic Equations With Source Terms for a Compressive Plasma
We assume that an electric source with the CUl'l'ent
and charge density, J S and pS, is placed in a compressive plasma which is homogeneous and neutral. No static electric or magnetic field is present. If the perturbation of the plasma due to the electric source is small, we can write the basic equations governing this system as follows : Maxwell equations are
and the linearized moment equations are
oscillates with time as e j ",t , (11) becomes The continuity equation which relates J ' and p' is
In the above equations, E and H are the electric
and magnetic fields, V and Vo are the mean induced velocity and the rms velocity of electrons, no and nl are the ambient electron density and the perturbation of the electron density, m and e are the mass and the charge (magnitude) of the electron, and EO and J.l.o are the permittivity and permeability of free space. The rms velocity of electron, Vo, is expressed as (6) on the assumption of adiabatic pressure variation and one-dimensional compression.
Equations (1) to (5) are the basic equations for a compressive plasma when an electric source is present. Some auxiliary equations can be derived from the basic equations as follows:
Taking the divergence of (2), we have
If (5) and (3) are used to replace V' . J S and V' . V,
This gives an important equation for V' . E as
Taking the divergence of (4) and the time deriva-
tive of (7) , and after V' . V is eliminated, we have
another equation for V' . E as (9) where (10) Since (8) and (9) are derived from the same set of basic equations, they can be combined to yield an e9.uation for n\. The substitution of (8) in (9) gIves
Vo u
Vo evo
Equation (10) 
Basic Equations With Sour ce Terms for an Incompressive Plasma
In this section, we aim to show that the same set of basic equations, (1) to (5) , still apply in an incompressive plasma and they reduce to those equations used in the dielectric model of the plasma under some conditions.
In an incompressive plasma, the temperature is hypothetically assumed to approach zero. As the result, it is assumed that (14) With (14), the basic equations (1 ) to (5) These are the basic equations for an incompressive plasma. Some of them are repeated here for the sake of completeness.
The important point in connection with these basic equations is the onI/at term in (17) . One may argue that since no electroacoustic wave propagates n\ should be zero. This is only true in the source-free region. In case a source is presen t in the inc ompressive plasma, nl is not zero at the source point and should not be ignored. In effect, when V0-70, (11) gives an equation relating n1 to pS as (20) Equation (20) implies that n\ is not a wave any more; it i ra ther an accumulation of charges at the source point. Wh en p S oscillates with time as e jw l , nl I S determined from (20) as
The n1e in (21) 
Equation (22) implies that the incompressive plasma has a dielecLric constant,
Physically, it is due to the shielding effect of the electric source by the charges in the plasma which makes the plasma look like a dielectric medium. For this reason, the incompressive plasma behaves as a free-charge medium in the vicinity of an electric source.
-)
If V is written as
from (18) 
Equation (25) also implies that the incompressive plasma has an equivalent dielectric co nstant, f = fo(1 -W;/ w 2 ). However, the physical process involved in achieving this is due to the fact that the induced velocity of electrons is 90° out of phase of ..., E field. This phenomenon is closely related to that in a dielectric medium ftnd, t herefore , an incompressive plasma can be considered as a dielectri c m edium at this point. By combining (22) a nd (25) a nd the physical processes associated with them, one co ncludes that when an electric so urce is immersed in an i ll co rn pressive plasma, a dielectric model for the plas ma is acceptable in the source-free region but in the so urce region a free charge model is more accurate from the physical pain t of view.
A last remark seems necessary. While a dielectric model for an incompressive plasma for the case of harmonic oscillation is quite adequate, a more accurate model as discussed above and the basic equations (15) to (19) seems more appropriate when a nonsteady electric source is present in the plftsma.
